Timeline Michael Crichton
If you ally habit such a referred Timeline Michael Crichton book that will manage to pay
for you worth, acquire the unquestionably best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you desire to comical books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more
fictions collections are moreover launched, from best seller to one of the most current
released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections Timeline Michael Crichton
that we will certainly offer. It is not in the region of the costs. Its not quite what you
obsession currently. This Timeline Michael Crichton, as one of the most working sellers
here will completely be in the course of the best options to review.

State of Fear Michael Crichton 2009-10-13 New York Times bestselling author Michael
Crichton delivers another action-packed techo-thriller in State of Fear. When a group of

eco-terrorists engage in a global conspiracy to generate weather-related natural
disasters, its up to environmental lawyer Peter Evans and his team to uncover the
subterfuge. From Tokyo to Los Angeles, from Antarctica to the Solomon Islands,
Michael Crichton mixes cutting edge science and action-packed adventure, leading
readers on an edge-of-your-seat ride while offering up a thought-provoking commentary
on the issue of global warming. A deftly-crafted novel, in true Crichton style, State of
Fear is an exciting, stunning tale that not only entertains and educates, but will make
you think.
Binary Michael Crichton 2013-07-23 An agent races to stop a chemical attack in this
thriller from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of The Andromeda Strain and
Jurassic Park. His name is John Wright, and he’s the most dangerous man in the
United States. A millionaire radical with a deep hatred for everything America stands
for, he has concocted a scheme that will shatter the very foundation of our
democracy—and he’s just crazy enough to pull it off. The only man who can stop him is
John Graves, an embittered federal agent whose mission in life is to destroy Wright.
He’ll get his chance—or America will burn. A train races across the Utah desert,
carrying a shipment of the deadliest nerve gas known to man. Seven mobsters stop the
train, steal the gas, and hand it over to Wright. His target? The Republican National
Convention in San Diego, where unleashing the gas will kill one million honest citizens,
including the US president. Graves has just one shot to stop Wright—and for the sake

of democracy, he’d better not miss. From “the master of the sci-tech thriller,” this is a
terrifying high-speed novel that will keep you on the edge of your seat from beginning to
end (Booklist). This ebook features an illustrated biography of Michael Crichton
including rare images from the author’s estate.
Flux Jeremy Robinson 2019-02-08 Lost in time, the town of Black Creek, Kentucky
becomes home to temporal layers of people, creatures, and monsters from disparate
eras. Journey beyond the time of humanity and witness the rewriting of mankind's
genesis. For Owen McCoy, a typical day on the job as head of security for Synergy, a
research company conducting mysterious experiments, is boring at best. And that's the
way he likes it. Patrolling the Appalachian mountainside, where his now deceased
father taught him how to hunt, is relaxing and connects him to the past. But today is not
a typical day on the job. It begins with asking a thief to join him for breakfast. Seeking to
set the young man on a better path, Owen invites him to walk the perimeter with him
and consider a more honest living. Before their patrol can begin, they discover
evidence that the facility has been breached. When Owen's truck explodes, he's
confused, but ready for whatever might come his way. At least, he thinks he is. A wave
of light-bending energy--the Flux--rolls down the mountainside, transporting Owen, and
everyone in the nearby town of Black Creek, to October 14, 1985, the day before his
father died. Two hours later, the second Flux hits, and then a third, and a fourth, each
time collecting Black Creek residents from various times. They're carried through eras

filled with wild animals, monsters of myth, and ancient beasts...and then beyond.
Joined by a ragtag group of temporal stowaways, including family members, Owen
fights to restore order, stop the Flux, and return home, facing off against futuristic tech,
primal killers, and the fear of losing his father...again. International bestselling author of
The Others and Infinite, Jeremy Robinson combines science, action, and strong
characters to create an ever-changing landscape that explores the past, the human
condition, and the lengths people will go to save those they love.
Sir Cumference and the Dragon of Pi Cindy Neuschwander 2013-01-07 For fans of the
Sir Cumference series with Pi on their mind, here is the second installment in this fun
look at math and language. This time the math adventure is centered around a potion
that changes Sir Cumference into a fire-breathing dragon. Can Radius change him
back? Join Radius on his quest through the castle to solve a riddle that will reveal the
cure. It lies in discovering the magic number that is the same for all circles. Perfect for
parent and teachers who are looking to make math fun and accessible for everyone.
When Two Feathers Fell from the Sky Margaret Verble 2021 Louise Erdrich meets
Karen Russell in this deliciously strange and daringly original novel from Pulitzer Prize
finalist Margaret Verble: An eclectic cast of characters--both real and ghostly--converge
at an amusement park in Nashville, 1926.
Timeline Michael Crichton 2012-07-19T00:00:00+02:00 «Amo qualsiasi cosa scriva
Michael Crichton.» Stephen King «Crichton è uno dei pochi scrittori che riescano ancora

a stupirci.» Il Sole 24 Ore - Riccardo Chiaberge Nel deserto dell’Arizona un uomo vaga
senza meta, pronunciando parole prive di senso. Dopo ventiquattr’ore è morto e il suo
corpo viene cremato dalle uniche persone che sembrano conoscerlo. All’altro capo del
mondo una squadra di archeologi è al lavoro sulle rovine di un villaggio medievale della
Dordogna, dove scopre una stanza rimasta sigillata per oltre seicento anni. Ma nel
quartier generale della società finanziatrice del progetto gli studiosi faranno una
scoperta ancora più sorprendente: il capo della misteriosa multinazionale ha inventato
una vera macchina del tempo, che nello spericolato tentativo di ritrovare il professor
Johnson, il capo della spedizione precipitato in un tunnel spaziotemporale, li proietterà
in uno dei periodi più avventurosi e violenti della storia. Da quel momento i nostri eroi
dovranno riuscire a sopravvivere nel bel mezzo della guerra dei Cent’Anni – tra
soldataglia e affascinanti castellane, assedi e cruente battaglie – per cercare di tornare
sani e salvi nel XXI secolo.
Homer & Langley E.L. Doctorow 2010-09-07 NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF
THE YEAR BY THE SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE, THE CHICAGO TRIBUNE, THE
ST. LOUIS POST-DISPATCH, THE KANSAS CITY STAR, AND BOOKLIST Homer
and Langley Collyer are brothers—the one blind and deeply intuitive, the other
damaged into madness, or perhaps greatness, by mustard gas in the Great War. They
live as recluses in their once grand Fifth Avenue mansion, scavenging the city streets
for things they think they can use, hoarding the daily newspapers as research for

Langley’s proposed dateless newspaper whose reportage will be as prophecy. Yet the
epic events of the century play out in the lives of the two brothers—wars, political
movements, technological advances—and even though they want nothing more than to
shut out the world, history seems to pass through their cluttered house in the persons
of immigrants, prostitutes, society women, government agents, gangsters, jazz
musicians . . . and their housebound lives are fraught with odyssean peril as they
struggle to survive and create meaning for themselves.
Timeline Michael Crichton 2013-01-01 In this thriller from the author of Jurassic Park,
Sphere, and Congo, a group of young scientists travel back in time to medieval France
on a daring rescue mission that becomes a struggle to stay alive. #1 NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER “Compulsive reading . . . brilliantly imagined.”—Los Angeles
Times In an Arizona desert, a man wanders in a daze, speaking words that make no
sense. Within twenty-four hours he is dead, his body swiftly cremated by his only
known associates. Halfway around the world, archaeologists make a shocking
discovery at a medieval site. Suddenly they are swept off to the headquarters of a
secretive multinational corporation that has developed an astounding technology. Now
this group is about to get a chance not to study the past but to enter it. And with history
opened up to the present, the dead awakened to the living, these men and women will
soon find themselves fighting for their very survival—six hundred years ago. “Exciting . .
. classic adventure . . . [a] swashbuckling novel . . . Crichton delivers.”—USA Today

“More screams per page . . . than Jurassic Park and The Lost World combined . . . The
pace will leave many breathlessly grasping for oxygen masks.”—The San Diego UnionTribune “One of his best . . . [a] nonstop roller coaster of a novel.”—The Philadelphia
Inquirer
Drug of Choice Michael Crichton 2013-07-23 A thriller from the Jurassic Park author’s
med school years, when he wrote “steamy potboilers and heist capers under the pen
name John Lange” (USA Today). When a Hell’s Angel is thrown from his bike at 110
miles per hour, he should probably end up in the morgue. But this Angel survives his
crash without a scratch, and ends up sleeping peacefully in the hospital. When Dr.
Roger Clark inspects him, he finds only one defect: blue urine. Similar reports start to
trickle in from hospitals upstate. It seems that a strange new drug is sending people
into comas, and only Clark can unravel its mystery. His search for answers takes him
on the strangest trip of his life, into a place called “Eden,” which looks like paradise, but
feels like hell. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Michael Crichton including
rare images from the author’s estate.
Travels Michael Crichton 2012-05-14 From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park,
Timeline, and Sphere comes a deeply personal memoir full of fascinating adventures
as he travels everywhere from the Mayan pyramids to Kilimanjaro. Fueled by a
powerful curiosity—and by a need to see, feel, and hear, firsthand and closeup—Michael Crichton's journeys have carried him into worlds diverse and

compelling—swimming with mud sharks in Tahiti, tracking wild animals through the
jungle of Rwanda. This is a record of those travels—an exhilarating quest across the
familiar and exotic frontiers of the outer world, a determined odyssey into the
unfathomable, spiritual depths of the inner world. It is an adventure of risk and
rejuvenation, terror and wonder, as exciting as Michael Crichton's many masterful and
widely heralded works of fiction.
Terminal Man Michael Crichton 2012-05-14 From the bestselling author of Jurassic
Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes a neurological thriller about the dangers of cuttingedge medical experimentation. Harry Benson suffers from violent seizures. So violent
that he often blackouts when they take hold. Shortly after severely beating two men
during an episode, the police escort Benson to a Los Angeles hospital for treatment.
There, Dr. Roger McPherson, head of the prestigious Neuropsychiatric Research Unit,
is convinced he can cure Benson with an experimental procedure that would place
electrodes deep in his brain’s pleasure centers, effectively short-circuiting Harry's
seizures with pulses of bliss. The surgery is successful, but while Benson is in
recovery, he discovers how to trigger the pulses himself. To make matters worse his
violent impulses have only grown, and he soon escapes the hospital with a deadly
agenda. . .
Campus Legends: A Handbook Elizabeth Tucker 2005-10-30 Since the earliest days of
universities, students have told stories about their daily lives, often emphasizing

extraordinary, surprising, and baffling events. This book examines the fascinating world
of college and university legends. While it primarily looks at legends, it also gives some
attention to rumors, pranks, rituals, and other forms of folklore. Included are
introductory chapters on types of campus folklore, a collection of some 50 legends from
a broad range of colleges and universities, an overview of scholarship, and a
discussion of campus legends in movies, television, and popular culture. Since the
earliest days of universities, students have told stories about their daily lives, often
emphasizing extraordinary, surprising, and baffling events. Legends often dramatize
certain hopes and fears, showing how stressful and exciting the college experience can
be. From the stereotype of the absent minded professor to the adventures of spring
break to the mysterious world of fraternities and sororities, campus legends have also
become an important part of popular culture. This book provides a convenient, readable
introduction to campus legends. While the volume focuses primarily on legends, it also
explores rumors, pranks, rituals, and other related folklore types. The book begins with
an overview of college and university folklore. This is followed by a discussion of
particular types of legends and other folklore genres. The handbook then presents
some 50 examples of college and university legends, including ghost stories, urban
legends, food lore, drinking tales, murders and suicides, and many others. These
examples are accompanied by brief comments. The book next surveys scholarship on
campus folklore and discusses the place of college and university legends in films,

television, literature, and popular culture. The volume cites numerous print and
electronic resources.
Disclosure Michael Crichton 2012 An up-and-coming executive at the computer firm
DigiCom, Tom Sanders is a man whose corporate future is certain. But after a closeddoor meeting with his new boss--a woman who is his former lover and has been
promoted to the position he expected to have--Sanders finds himself caught in a
nightmarish web of deceit in which he is branded the villain. As Sanders scrambles to
defend himself, he uncovers an electronic trail into the company's secrets--and begins
to grasp that a cynical and manipulative scheme has been devised to bring him down.
Micro Michael Crichton 2011-11-22 In the vein of Jurassic Park, this high-concept
thriller follows a group of graduate students lured to Hawaii to work for a mysterious
biotech company—only to find themselves cast out into the rain forest, with nothing but
their scientific expertise and wits to protect them. In the lush forests of Oahu,
groundbreaking technology has ushered in a revolutionary era of biological prospecting,
feeding a search for priceless drugs and applications on a scale beyond anything
previously imagined. In Cambridge, Massachusetts, seven graduate students at the
forefront of their fields are recruited by a pioneering microbiology start-up, Nanigen
MicroTechnologies, which dispatches the group to a mysterious lab in Hawaii. But once
in the rainforest, the scientists are thrust into a hostile wilderness that reveals surprising
dangers at every turn. Armed only with their knowledge of the natural world, they find

themselves prey to a technology of radical and unbridled power An instant classic,
Micro pits nature against technology in vintage Michael Crichton fashion. Completed by
visionary science writer Richard Preston, this boundary-pushing thriller melds scientific
fact with pulse-pounding fiction to create yet another masterpiece of sophisticated,
cutting-edge entertainment.
Airframe Michael Crichton 2011 A fatal mid-air collision involving a commercial airliner
prompts a frantic, desperate investigation into the causes of the accident, in a thriller
exploring the issue of safety and security in the aircraft industry.
Pirate Latitudes Michael Crichton 2011-11-22 Contains an exclusive preview of Micro
by Michael Crichton and Richard Preston. In Port Royal, a cutthroat town of taverns,
grog shops and bawdy houses, life can end swiftly. But for Captain Edward Hunter, this
is a life destined for riches; Spanish gold is there for the taking. And law in the New
World is made by those who take it into their own hands.
Odds On Michael Crichton 2013-07-23 The blockbuster author of Jurassic Park
“provides plenty of misdirection to keep you on your toes” in his very first novel
(Publishers Weekly). To rob the finest resort in fascist Spain, three Americans need to
blend in among the Mediterranean elite. And to do so, they will each need a gorgeous
girl as cover. They find a depraved millionaire, a drug-addled nymphomaniac, and an
assistant hotel manager who enjoys mingling with her handsome guests after hours.
The would-be thieves have used an IBM supercomputer to plan the perfect heist. Their

crime has been calculated to the last detail, with every possible contingency planned
for, save one: the women. The Hotel Reina is crawling with femmes fatales, and these
crooks will be lucky to escape with the shirts on their backs. This ebook features an
illustrated biography of Michael Crichton including rare images from the author’s estate.
Jurassic Park Michael Crichton 2012 An American bioengineering research firm erects
a theme park on a Caribbean island, complete with living dinosaurs, and invites a group
of scientists to be its first terrified guests.
Conversations with Michael Crichton Robert Golla 2011 Conversations with Michael
Crichton brings together decades of interviews and profiles with one of the world's most
successful authors. Michael Crichton (1942-2008) had many careers-doctor, novelist,
film director, screenwriter-but was best known to millions of readers as "Father of the
techno-thriller." His novels have sold more than 150 million copies, have been
translated into thirty-six languages, and have been made into thirteen films. He remains
the only writer to have had simultaneously the number-one book, the number-one
movie, and the number-one television show. While still a student at Harvard Medical
School, Crichton's first novel, The Andromeda Strain, became a bestseller. He left
medicine and moved to Los Angeles, intent on pursuing dual careers as a writer and
filmmaker. His writings had an unmatched prescience, anticipating public interest about
emerging technology and controversial topics. His suspenseful plotting and technical
detail were evident in subsequent novels such as Jurassic Park, Congo, Sphere, Rising

Sun, Disclosure, Timeline, State of Fear, Next, and the posthumously published Pirate
Latitudes. He received an Academy Award in 1995 for his pioneering use of computer
programs in film production, and was the creator and co-executive producer of ER
(1994-2009), for which he earned WGA, Emmy, and Peabody awards.
Easy Go Michael Crichton 2013-07-23 A thriller about an Egyptologist’s greatest
find—and his quest to steal it—from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author of
Jurassic Park and The Andromeda Strain. Brilliant Egyptologist Harold Barnaby has
discovered a message hidden inside a particularly difficult set of hieroglyphics. It just
may lead him to a secret tomb holding the greatest riches of the ancient world. Barnaby
could put his name to the most fantastic archaeological find of the century. But he
doesn’t just want to dig it up. He wants to steal it. With the help of a smuggler, a thief,
and an English lord, he plans his heist. They find that tomb raiding is trickier than they
thought, and those who steal from dead Egyptians face dangers worse than a
mummy’s ancient curse. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Michael
Crichton including rare images from the author’s estate.
The Andromeda Evolution Michael Crichton 2019-11-12 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER Fifty years after The Andromeda Strain made Michael Crichton a
household name—and spawned a new genre, the technothriller—the threat returns, in
a gripping sequel that is terrifyingly realistic and resonant. The Evolution is Coming. In
1967, an extraterrestrial microbe came crashing down to Earth and nearly ended the

human race. Accidental exposure to the particle—designated The Andromeda
Strain—killed every resident of the town of Piedmont, Arizona, save for an elderly man
and an infant boy. Over the next five days, a team of top scientists assigned to Project
Wildfire worked valiantly to save the world from an epidemic of unimaginable
proportions. In the moments before a catastrophic nuclear detonation, they succeeded.
In the ensuing decades, research on the microparticle continued. And the world thought
it was safe… Deep inside Fairchild Air Force Base, Project Eternal Vigilance has
continued to watch and wait for the Andromeda Strain to reappear. On the verge of
being shut down, the project has registered no activity—until now. A Brazilian terrainmapping drone has detected a bizarre anomaly of otherworldly matter in the middle of
the jungle, and, worse yet, the tell-tale chemical signature of the deadly microparticle.
With this shocking discovery, the next-generation Project Wildfire is activated, and a
diverse team of experts hailing from all over the world is dispatched to investigate the
potentially apocalyptic threat. But the microbe is growing—evolving. And if the Wildfire
team can’t reach the quarantine zone, enter the anomaly, and figure out how to stop it,
this new Andromeda Evolution will annihilate all life as we know it.
The Art of Breathing T. J. Klune 2014-06-16 Old wounds reopen and new secrets are
revealed when Tyson crosses paths with his childhood friend and first love, Dominic.
Worlds of the Imperium Keith Laumer 2017-01-18 American diplomat Brion Bayard is
on assignment in Stockholm when he notices he's being shadowed. Before he can

escape, Bayard is kidnapped and transported to a parallel universe: the Imperium,
where history has taken a different turn and the British Empire and its allies rule the
world. Yet another parallel world exists, and the Imperium has a task there for their
reluctant visitor: the impersonation and assassination of a global dictator who happens
to be Bayard's otherworldly double. This adventurous, action-packed novel is the work
of award-winning author Keith Laumer, creator of the Bolo and Reteif stories. Sciencefiction enthusiasts, especially those who enjoy alternate histories, will savor the twists
and turns of this imaginative thriller.
CLASSICS Timeline Michael Crichton
The Great Train Robbery Michael Crichton 2012-05-14 From the bestselling author of
Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Sphere comes an enthralling novel about Victorian
London’s most notorious gold heist. London, 1855, when lavish wealth and appalling
poverty exist side by side, one mysterious man navigates both worlds with perfect
ease. Edward Pierce preys on the most prominent of the well-to-do as he cunningly
orchestrates the crime of his century. Who would suspect that a gentleman of breeding
could mastermind the extraordinary robbery aboard the pride of England’s industrial
era, the mighty steam locomotive? Based on fact, but studded with all the suspense
and style of fiction, here is a classic historical thriller, set a decade before the age of
dynamite—yet nonetheless explosive…
The Future of Another Timeline Annalee Newitz 2019-09-24 “A revolution is happening

in speculative fiction, and Annalee Newitz is leading the vanguard."--Wil Wheaton From
Annalee Newitz, founding editor of io9, comes a story of time travel, murder, and the
lengths we'll go to protect the ones we love. 1992: After a confrontation at a riot grrl
concert, seventeen-year-old Beth finds herself in a car with her friend's abusive
boyfriend dead in the backseat, agreeing to help her friends hide the body. This murder
sets Beth and her friends on a path of escalating violence and vengeance as they
realize many other young women in the world need protecting too. 2022: Determined to
use time travel to create a safer future, Tess has dedicated her life to visiting key
moments in history and fighting for change. But rewriting the timeline isn’t as simple as
editing one person or event. And just when Tess believes she's found a way to make
an edit that actually sticks, she encounters a group of dangerous travelers bent on
stopping her at any cost. Tess and Beth’s lives intertwine as war breaks out across the
timeline--a war that threatens to destroy time travel and leave only a small group of
elites with the power to shape the past, present, and future. Against the vast and
intricate forces of history and humanity, is it possible for a single person’s actions to
echo throughout the timeline? Praise for The Future of Another Timeline: "An intelligent,
gut-wrenching glimpse of how tiny actions, both courageous and venal, can have large
consequences. Smart and profound on every level.”—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) "You close the book reeling with questions about your own life and your part in
changing the future."—Amy Acker, actress (Angel and Person of Interest) At the

Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
Prey Michael Crichton 2009-10-13 Michael Crichton's Prey is a terrifying page-turner
that masterfully combines a heart–pounding thriller with cutting-edge technology. Deep
in the Nevada desert, the Xymos Corporation has built a state-of-the-art fabrication
plant, surrounded by miles and miles of nothing but cactus and coyotes. Eight people
are trapped. A self-replicating swarm of predatory molecules is rapidly evolving outside
the plant. Massed together, the molecules form an intelligent organism that is anything
but benign. More powerful by the hour, it has targeted the eight scientists as prey. They
must stop the swarm before it is too late… In Prey, Michael Crichton combines
scientific brilliance with relentless pacing to create an electrifying, chilling techno-thriller
Dealing Michael Crichton 2013-07-23 A wild, “entertaining—slick and cool and savvy”
novel of the sixties drug culture from the #1 bestselling author of Jurassic Park and his
brother (The New York Times). The suitcase looks like a standard weekend bag. But
like the man who carries it, it isn’t what it seems. Lined with tinfoil to mask the smell, it
is a smuggler’s bag and will soon be filled to the brim with marijuana bricks. The
smuggler is a Harvard student who has come to California to make his fortune. He
hopes to score not just with his connection but with his new girlfriend, a Golden State
beauty with an appetite for fine weed. When the deal goes south, she takes the fall, and
a crooked FBI agent swipes half the stash. To free his girl, this pothead will have to

make the deal of a lifetime. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Michael
Crichton including rare images from the author’s estate.
Linking and Aligning Scores and Scales Neil J. Dorans 2007-10-15 In this book, experts
in statistics and psychometrics describe classes of linkages, the history of score
linkings, data collection designs, and methods used to achieve sound score linkages.
They describe and critically discuss applications to a variety of domains. They define
what linking is, to distinguish among the varieties of linking and to describe different
procedure for linking. Furthermore, they convey the complexity and diversity of linking
by covering different areas of linking and providing diverse perspectives.
Rising Sun Michael Crichton 1993 In a novel set within the arena of volatile JapaneseAmerican relations, business moguls compete for control of the international electronics
industry
Dragon Teeth Michael Crichton 2017-05-23 Michael Crichton, the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Jurassic Park, returns to the world of paleontology in this recently
discovered novel—a thrilling adventure set in the Wild West during the golden age of
fossil hunting. The year is 1876. Warring Indian tribes still populate America’s western
territories even as lawless gold-rush towns begin to mark the landscape. In much of the
country it is still illegal to espouse evolution. Against this backdrop two monomaniacal
paleontologists pillage the Wild West, hunting for dinosaur fossils, while surveilling,
deceiving and sabotaging each other in a rivalry that will come to be known as the

Bone Wars. Into this treacherous territory plunges the arrogant and entitled William
Johnson, a Yale student with more privilege than sense. Determined to survive a
summer in the west to win a bet against his arch-rival, William has joined worldrenowned paleontologist Othniel Charles Marsh on his latest expedition. But when the
paranoid and secretive Marsh becomes convinced that William is spying for his
nemesis, Edwin Drinker Cope, he abandons him in Cheyenne, Wyoming, a locus of
crime and vice. William is forced to join forces with Cope and soon stumbles upon a
discovery of historic proportions. With this extraordinary treasure, however, comes
exceptional danger, and William’s newfound resilience will be tested in his struggle to
protect his cache, which pits him against some of the West’s most notorious characters.
A page-turner that draws on both meticulously researched history and an exuberant
imagination, Dragon Teeth is based on the rivalry between real-life paleontologists
Cope and Marsh; in William Johnson readers will find an inspiring hero only Michael
Crichton could have imagined. Perfectly paced and brilliantly plotted, this enormously
winning adventure is destined to become another Crichton classic.
Sphere Michael Crichton 2012-05-14 From the author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and
Congo comes a psychological thriller about a group of scientists who investigate a
spaceship discovered on the ocean floor. In the middle of the South Pacific, a thousand
feet below the surface, a huge vessel is unearthed. Rushed to the scene is a team of
American scientists who descend together into the depths to investigate the astonishing

discovery. What they find defies their imaginations and mocks their attempts at logical
explanation. It is a spaceship, but apparently it is undamaged by its fall from the sky.
And, most startling, it appears to be at least three hundred years old, containing a
terrifying and destructive force that must be controlled at all costs.
Congo Michael Crichton 2012-05-14 From the bestselling author of Jurassic Park,
Timeline, and Sphere comes a gripping thriller about the shocking demise of eight
American geologists in the darkest region of the Congo. Deep in the African rain forest,
near the ruins of the Lost City of Zinj, a field expedition is brutally killed. At the Houstonbased Earth Resources Technology Services, Inc., a horrified supervisor watches a
gruesome video transmission of that ill-fated group and sees a haunting, grainy, manlike blur moving amongst the bodies. In San Francisco, an extraordinary gorilla named
Amy, who has a 620-sign vocabulary, may hold the secret to that fierce carnage.
Immediately, a new expedition is sent to the Congo with Amy in tow, descending into a
secret, forbidden world where the only escape may be through the grisliest death.
Night over Water Ken Follett 2004-04-06 #1 New York Times bestselling author Ken
Follett takes to the skies in this classic novel of international suspense. Set in the early
days of World War II, Night over Water captures the daring and desperation of ordinary
people caught in extraordinary circumstances—in prose as compelling as history itself.
. . . September 1939. England is at war with Nazi Germany. In Southampton, the
world's most luxurious airliner—the legendary Pan Am Clipper—takes off for its final

flight to neutral America. Aboard are the cream of society and the dregs of humanity, all
fleeing the war for reasons of their own . . . shadowed by a danger they do not know
exists . . . and heading straight into a storm of violence, intrigue, and betrayal. . . .
Next Michael Crichton 2011-11-22 Contains an exclusive preview of Micro by Michael
Crichton and Richard Preston. Is a loved one missing some body parts? Are blondes
becoming extinct? Is everyone at your dinner table of the same species? Humans and
chimpanzees differ in only 400 genes; is that why a chimp fetus resembles a human
being? And should that worry us? There's a new genetic cure for drug addiction—is it
worse than the disease? We live in a time of momentous scientific leaps, a time when
it's possible to sell our eggs and sperm online for thousands of dollars and to test our
spouses for genetic maladies. We live in a time when one fifth of all our genes are
owned by someone else, and an unsuspecting person and his family can be pursued
cross-country because they happen to have certain valuable genes within their
chromosomes . . . Devilishly clever, Next blends fact and fiction into a breathless tale of
a new world where nothing is what it seems and a set of new possibilities can open at
every turn. Next challenges our sense of reality and notions of morality. Balancing the
comic and the bizarre with the genuinely frightening and disturbing, Next shatters our
assumptions and reveals shocking new choices where we least expect. The future is
closer than you think.
Timeline Michael Crichton 2003-11-04 #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this

thriller from the author of Jurassic Park, Sphere, and Congo, a group of young
scientists travel back in time to medieval France on a daring rescue mission that
becomes a struggle to stay alive. “Compulsive reading . . . brilliantly imagined.”—Los
Angeles Times In an Arizona desert, a man wanders in a daze, speaking words that
make no sense. Within twenty-four hours he is dead, his body swiftly cremated by his
only known associates. Halfway around the world, archaeologists make a shocking
discovery at a medieval site. Suddenly they are swept off to the headquarters of a
secretive multinational corporation that has developed an astounding technology. Now
this group is about to get a chance not to study the past but to enter it. And with history
opened up to the present, the dead awakened to the living, these men and women will
soon find themselves fighting for their very survival—six hundred years ago. Praise for
Timeline “Exciting . . . classic adventure . . . [a] swashbuckling novel . . . Crichton
delivers.”—USA Today “More screams per page . . . than Jurassic Park and The Lost
World combined . . . The pace will leave many breathlessly grasping for oxygen
masks.”—The San Diego Union-Tribune “One of his best . . . [a] nonstop roller coaster
of a novel.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer
The Silent Listener Lyn Yeowart 2021-02-02 'The Silent Listener is simply
unforgettable.' Sydney Morning Herald 'A tale of suspense and revenge, beautifully
written.' The Age 'A deftly wrought suspense novel from a remarkable new literary
talent . . . A book that should be atop of everyone's reading list.' J. P. Pomare, author of

Call Me Evie Propelling the reader back and forth between the 1940s, 1960s and
1980s, The Silent Listener is an unforgettable literary suspense novel set in the dark,
gothic heart of rural Australia. In the cold, wet summer of 1960, 11-year-old Joy
Henderson lives in constant fear of her father. She tries to make him happy but, as he
keeps reminding her, she is nothing but a filthy sinner destined for Hell . . . Yet,
decades later, she returns to the family’s farm to nurse him on his death bed. To her
surprise, her ‘perfect’ sister Ruth is also there, whispering dark words, urging revenge.
Then the day after their father finally confesses to a despicable crime, Joy finds him
dead - with a belt pulled tight around his neck . . . For Senior Constable Alex Shepherd,
investigating George’s murder revives memories of an unsolved case still haunting him
since that strange summer of 1960: the disappearance of nine-year-old Wendy
Boscombe. As seemingly impossible facts surface about the Hendersons – from the
past and the present – Shepherd suspects that Joy is pulling him into an intricate web
of lies and that Wendy’s disappearance is the key to the bizarre truth. **** 'A book that
should be atop of everyone's reading list. The prose is spectacular, and the characters
so richly imagined. This is a novel about inherited violence and redemption packaged
as a cracking psychological thriller.' J. P. Pomare, author of Call Me Evie 'Intense,
intricate, emotionally devastating. This is proper Australian gothica.' Liam Pieper,
author of Sweetness and Light 'Totally addictive.' Books+Publishing 'A cracking thriller
with heart. It intrigues, it twists and turns, it deftly combines the muddy domestic details

of life on a Victorian farm with a black, Gothic sensibility of lies and violence and the
heartbreaking fantasy world of a young child.' Jane Sullivan 'A heartbreaking, terrifying
and stunningly accomplished novel that had me holding my breath. Yeowart instantly
pulled me into the life of a rural family dominated by an angry, insecure despot from its
unnerving beginnings to its shocking end.' Kirsten Alexander, author of Half Moon Lake
'Steeped in atmosphere and with taut, intricate plotting, The Silent Listener, contrary to
its title, had me audibly gasping throughout.' Benjamin Stevenson, author of Either Side
of Midnight 'An ingenious form of storytelling archaeology: down through layers of
family trauma, the truths are finally brought to light.' Jock Serong, author of The Rules
of Backyard Cricket
A Case of Need Michael Crichton 1995 Was it murder? Was it horribly botched
surgery - accidental malpractice? Was someone in the great Boston medical centre violating the Hippocratic oath? No one knows exactly. . . Only one doctor is willing to
push his way through the mysterious maze of hidden medical data and shocking
secrets to learn the truth. This explosive medical thriller is vintage Michael Crichton with the breathtaking blend of riveting suspense and authentic medical detail that has
made him one of today's most fascinating writers.
Five Patients Michael Crichton 1995 "ER has become the most succesful television
series in the world since CHARLIE'S ANGELS. Michael Crichton created the series
from his own experiences as a medical doctor in the emergency rooms, operating

rooms and wards of Massachusetts General Hospital. FIVE PATIENTS is Michael
Crichton's true account of the real life dramas so vividly portrayed in ER. A construction
worker is seriously injured in a scaffold collapse- a middle-aged despatcher is brought
in suffering from a fever that has reduced him to a delirious wreck; a young man nearly
severs his hand in an accident; an airline traveller suffers chest pains; a mother of three
is diagnosed with a life-threatening disease."
The Andromeda Strain Michael Crichton 2012-05-14 From the author of Jurassic Park,
Timeline, and Sphere comes a captivating thriller about a deadly extraterrestrial
microorganism, which threatens to annihilate human life. Five prominent biophysicists
have warned the United States government that sterilization procedures for returning
space probes may be inadequate to guarantee uncontaminated re-entry to the
atmosphere. Two years later, a probe satellite falls to the earth and lands in a desolate
region of northeastern Arizona. Nearby, in the town of Piedmont, bodies lie heaped and
flung across the ground, faces locked in frozen surprise. What could cause such shock
and fear? The terror has begun, and there is no telling where it will end.
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